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2021학년도 편입학 영어시험 문제지   

수험번호 성  명 지원학부(과)

I. Choose the one that has the closest meaning to the 

underlined part. (1-8)  2.1점

1. Politicians sought to exploit census procedures to their     
    advantage.

  ① seek     ➁ explain     ➂ explore        ➃ utilize    

2. The administration seeks to implement the policy. 

  ① endorse  ➁ enact      ➂ supplement    ➃ compliment

3. Multiple members of his own administration have outright  
   dismissed the claim.

  ① discharged               ➁ disregarded     
  ➂ discounted               ➃ discouraged

4. My aging immune system is without doubt more sluggish   
    than it used to be.

  ① slow      ➁ weak      ➂ quick       ➃ swift

5. Scientific knowledge may help a person to restore health 

but it may also be used to maim men.

  ① kill        ② disable    ③ cure       ④ disrupt

6. It is necessary to distinguish between the manifest dream 

and the latent dream.

  ① concealed   ② exposed   ③ imposed   ④ fake

7. Another enemy of patience is the tendency to lose one’s 

poise in a crisis.

 

  ① brevity   ② confidence   ③ composure   ④ conviction

8. The other way of using music is as background 

accompaniment – like a tepid bath in which you induce a 

drowsy reverie.

  ① hot      ②  luxurious     ③  stylish      ④ lukewarm

II. Choose the one that is either ungrammatical or unacceptable. 

(9-14)  2.1점

9. While ①walking, ➁including moves that ➂focus on 
   ➃toning your back and arms.                       

10. Individuals ①differ greatly ➁in the degree ➂which culture  
    shock ➃affects them.                       

11. The qualities ①requiring ➁of a hero ➂vary with the      
     times, and some great figures of a certain period 
     ➃would surprise the people of another generation.

12. ①This pleasure is not confined ②to learn from textbooks,  

  ③which are ④too often tedious.

13. The scenic games, ①adopting from those of Greece, ②    

  consisted of tragedies, comedies, and satires, ③represented 

    at the theater ④in honor of Bacchus, Venus and Apollo.

14. The threat of tumors ①for the body ②increases           

  exponentially ③rather than ④arithmetically.
                                  
III. Choose the one that is most appropriate for the blank.

(15-20)  2.5점

15. A happening was in essence unrepeatable; it came about
   (     ) no one could predict, taking form from vaporous   
     imaginings or sudden impulse. 

   ① in that                 ➁ in which
   ➂ where                 ➃ in ways       

16. (       ) about the criticism, he suggested that the        
   president had maintained his silence so as not to interfere  
   with investigations into the incident.

   ① Asked                 ➁ Asking   
   ➂ Having asked          ➃ To be asked

17. The committee meets again on Sunday to vote (    )      
    priority groups should have access to coronavirus         
    vaccines in the next phase of distribution. 

    ① that    ➁ on which       ➂ which       ➃ whose  
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18. According to the Freudian theory and that of many 

others (        ) writings have preceded his, dreams do not 

reveal anything about the future.

 ① which   ② who    ③ that    ④ whose

19. Someone may wonder why I go about in private giving    

 advice and busying (       ) with the concerns of others, 

but do not venture to come forward in public and advise 

the state.

 ① me      ② myself   ③ my    ④ mine

20. A citizen of ancient Greek, (            ) heard us talk,   

 would not have known what we want.

 ① he could have             ② he can have

 ③ could he have             ④ can he have

Ⅳ. Choose the one that best completes the sentence. 
 (21-26)  2.5점

21. Instead of walking at one pace the whole time, break      
    your walk up into blocks and (                 ) between  
    a regular pace and a brisk pace.

   ① alternate back and forth           
   ➁ speed intervals
   ➂ get your heart rate up 
   ➃ improve your aerobic capacity

22. Public demonstrations of elected leaders getting the        
     vaccine can help Americans hesitant about its safety 
     (                ).

   ① overcome their fears              
   ➁ hurry to demonstrate their trust
   ➂ save their lives                         
   ➃ praise their courage

23. The thinnest chips will be powering the coming “internet  
    of things,” in which homes, cars, appliances and          
    even clothes (       ) smartphones and                    
    voice-activated speakers over 5G networks.

   ① will belong to             ➁ will be attached to 
   ➂ will be added to         ➃ will connect to          

24. Not only did the students ask for changes in the list of   

 required subjects, but they also demanded the right to     

 choose their courses (       ) their own taste and future   

 needs.

  ① because of                  ② thanks to

  ③ according to                ④ regardless of 

25. Though such effects of exercise are frequently referred to  

 in the presentation of health programs, they are (        )  

 discussed in planning for the health and happiness of      

 older persons.

  ① much                       ② little

  ③ a lot                        ④ few

26. The most obvious difference between an aircraft and a    

  space vehicle is (      ) of speed, but this alone cannot   

  account for the greater stamina required of astronauts. 

  ① those                        ② this

  ③ which                       ④ that

Ⅴ. Read the following passages and answer the questions. 

(27-40)  2.9점

  (27-29)

 (A)Neutral – and yet I must confess that with their 
repetition, and perhaps because of their very 
inconsequence, chores can in the end evoke a mild sort 
of satisfaction. Here, as in more heroic fields of 
endeavor, a certain basic craft asserts itself. To do what 
must be done neatly, efficiently, expeditiously – “without 
rest and without haste” -- (   B   ) and puts a man in 
good humor with the world. Santayana described leisure 
as “being at home among manageable things”; are the 
chore-doers of the world are the true leisure classes. At 
least one can be sure that no chore will defeat us; none 
will raise insuperable obstacles, or leave us deflated as 
when the divine muse abandons her devotee. 

 27. What do you think does (A)Neutral mean in this context?

   ① They are neither pleasant nor unpleasant in themselves.  
   ➁ They are unprejudiced and fair.
   ➂ They achieve a proper balance. 
   ➃ They are not obligatory.
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28. Choose the most proper phrase in the blank, (   B    ).

   ① leaves a man feel humiliated
   ➁ makes a man engage in mundane efforts
   ➂ makes a man eager to do something
   ➃ lights a small fire deep in the interior being        

29. Choose the one that is not the characteristic of chores.

   ① They are repetitive.        
   ➁ They are not significant.
   ➂ They must be done hastily.     
   ➃ They are manageable. 

 (30-33)

 “Vicarious” is a word etymologically derived from a 
Latin word meaning “in place of.” Literature gives us a 
special knowledge of life that is not identical with that of 
real experience but provides a profitable (   A    ) in 
terms of intellectual and critical values. It is actually 
possible for a well-read person to make a mature 
evaluation of life (          B        ).
   Educational institution have made a point of 
emphasizing literature as a cultural study. Culture in this 
sense should be understood as something more important 
than group mores or social convention. The word 
“culture” has a wide connotation, but it always implies 
the embodiment of the fruits of thought in actual living. 
One can easily distinguish, for example, between the truly 
cultured person, the person who renders his life 
harmonious with his thought, and that person who is 
informed but not cultured, (      C       ).

30. Choose the most proper word in the blank, (    A    ).

   ① supplement            ➁ substance       
   ➂ evaluation             ➃ lesson

31. Choose the most proper phrase in the blank, (    B    ).

   ① with the help of the artist’s ability to recreate his       
       thought 
   ➁ without an unemphatic transcription of actual fact  
   ➂ without having had a great deal of direct experience   
   ➃ with depending upon the depth of the artist’s thought

32. Choose the most proper phrase in the blank, (    C     ).

   ① whose life embodies the fruits of thinking
   ➁ whose life is too conventional
   ➂ whose life does not strike a balance between thought    
      and action
   ➃ whose life is unrelated to his thought        

33. Choose a statement that may not be inferred from the
    passage above.

   ① We read literature to gain a vicarious experience.
   ➁ We need not have any direct experience if we read      
       literature.      
   ➂ A person having much direct experience is expected to  
      make a mature evaluation of life. 
   ➃ An informed person is not always a cultured person. 

 (34-35)

 

“What is good education?” The question is far from 
being answered. Once more, colleges and universities 
are revising their programs: they drop “fun courses” 
and reestablish some of the traditional subjects 
neglected since the 1960s. Many great schools are again 
requiring the students to take a number of classes in 
English, history, literature, the social sciences, 
philosophy, the natural sciences, and art if they want to 
get a degree. Meanwhile, the experts are trying to define 
the good education of our time. Obviously the purely 
vocational training once favored is not good enough. 
But neither is the gentleman’s education of the 
nineteenth century. Educational programs must meet the 
demands of a modern world where men and women 
have to work and to deal with enormous problems.

 34. Choose a subject that may not be required to the 

   students to take according to the above passage.

   ① sociology                        ② biology

   ③ engineering                      ④ physics

35. Choose a statement that may be inferred from the above

    passage.

  ① It is easy to answer to the question of “what is good     

   education?”       

  ② Traditional subjects have not been neglected since the    

  1960s.

  ③ Pure job training is good enough for good education.

  ④ The demands of modern world should be met in good    

  education.
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(36-38)

36. Fill in the blank (  A  ) with the most appropriate word.

① because                          ② although
③ if                                ④ for

37. Fill in the blank (  B  ) with the most appropriate word.

① unobtrusive                       ② extrovert
③ conspicuous                      ④ unspecific

38. Choose a statement that may not be inferred from the 

above passage.

① The infiltration of American words into British English 

began before the invention of films, radio and television.  

② Only a few older generation British speakers may find that 

words like radio and television do not originate from British 

English.

③ Even though the word ok is used quite frequently, it does 

not seem to be used more often in England than in 

America.

④ The word ok is used almost everywhere, even on legal 

documents to indicate the correctness of details therein.

The truth is that British English has been extensively
infiltrated by American usage, especially vocabulary. The 
transfer began quite a while ago, long before films, radio,
and television were ever thought of, (   A   ) they have
certainly hastened the process. In recent years many
other ‘Americanisms’ have been introduced into British
usage: cafeteria, cocktail, egghead. American radio has
superseded British wireless, and TV has about crowded
out the somewhat childish telly. The ubiquitous ok
seems to occur more frequently nowadays in England
than in the land of its birth and may be found in
quite formal situations, such as on legal documents to
indicate the correctness of details therein. These and 
other ‘Americanisms’ have slithered into British English in
the most (   B   ) way, so that their American origin 
is hardly regarded at all except by a few crusty older
generation speakers. Since they are used by the English,
they are “English,” and that is all there is to it.

(39-40)

Three years ago the number of computers produced in 
the United States exceeded the number of people born in 
a year’s time. Microcomputers on chips smaller than my 
fingernail already outnumber people in this country. It is 
not just the number of computers that is growing but 
their speed, efficiency, and power as well. This revolution 
in electronic intelligence provides us with the (    A     ) 
to communicate with and control other technologies. It is 
now becoming possible to create friendly interfaces 
between people and machines.
   It seems to me that machines will play a decisive role 
in our future. In the past societies like that of the ancient 
Greeks people were able to develop a culture that still 
awes us today. The Greeks did this without automobiles, 
power plants, or computers, but they did have one thing 
that we lack; a plentiful supply of human slaves. 
Technology has made it possible for us to exploit 
machines rather than people.

39. Fill in the blank (   A   ) with the most appropriate word.

① means                           ② works

③ properties                       ④ entities

40. Choose a statement that may not be inferred from the 

above passage.

① We now have more microcomputers on chips than our 

population.            

② Greeks could develop their culture thanks to human 

slaves.

③ Technology has made it possible to replace human slaves 

with machines in these days.

④ The speed, efficiency, and power of computers are growing 

unlike their number that is diminishing.
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